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While a finite, bipartite graph G can be k-graceful for every k > 1, a finite 
nonbipartite G can be k-graceful for only finitely many values of k. An improved 
bound on such possible values of k is presented. Definitions are extended to infinite 
graphs, and it is shown that if G is locally finite and vertex set V(G) and edge set 
E(G) are countably infinite, then for each k > 1 the graph G has a k-graceful 
numbering h mapping V(G) onlo the set of nonnegative integers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rosa [ 1 I] introduced the study of numberings of graphs in a study of a 
problem of Ringel [lo]. The study of what are called “k-graceful” graphs 
began with a problem in radio-astronomy. (See [2-51.) They are formally 
defined in [ 12, 131 and independently by Maheo and Thuillier [9]. Recently 
Hell [8] informed me that he too independently began studying k- 
gracefulness for an application to hashing functions. 
Let N denote the set of positive integers and N,, = NV {O}. For any graph 
G with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G), and for any function 
h: V(G) + N,, the induced function g h : E(G) + N, is defined as follows. For 
each edge x = (u, U) in E(G), let gh(x) = g,(u, v) = l/z(u) - h(v)l. Function h 
is called a numbering if h is one-to-one and g, is also one-to-one. If G is 
finite, let V(G) = {ul, v2 ,..., vn} and E(G) = {x1, x2 ,..., x,}. G is k-graceful if 
there exists a numbering h: V(G) + (0, l,..., k + e - 1) for which 
g,@(G)) = {k k + I,..., k + e - l}, and the numbering h making G k- 
graceful is called a /3,-valuation. An a,-valuation of G is a p,-valuation for 
which there is some L in (0, I,..., k + e - 1) such that for an arbitrary edge 
(u, V) in E(G) either h(u) <L < h(v) or h(v) <L < h(u). 
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THEOREM 1 [9, 131. If (bipartite) graph G has an aj-valuation, then G 
is k-graceful for all k > j. 
In contrast, it is shown in [ 131 that if graph G is k-graceful and contains 
an odd cycle on 2j + 1 vertices, then k < j(e - j - 1). Strengthening this 
result, one can prove the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be any subset of E(G) and P = {E,, E2,..., Ed} a 
partition of S such that Ei is the edge set of an odd cycle Ci in G. Let n, be 
the number of members of P of order m, and let L = Cj> 1 n,j+ ,(j + 1). If 
k > (L - d)(e - L)/d - (d - 1)/2, then G is not k-graceful. 
Let B(G) = {k: G is k-graceful}. Similar to the conjecture I made for k- 
sequential graphs in [l] is the following. 
Conjecture. For any set S of natural numbers there is a graph G, with 
B(G,) = S. 
2. LOCALLY FINITE. COUNTABLY INFINITE GRAPHS 
Assume G is a graph for which each of V(G) and E(G) is countably 
infinite, and suppose G is locally finite- that is, each vertex is incident with 
only finitely many edges. G is k-graceful if there exists a numbering 
h: V(G) -+N,, for which g,: E(G)+ {k, k + 1, k + 2,...} is a bijection, and 
such an h is a ,i3,-valuation. 
Making use of an observation of Bloom [6] concerning the adjacency 
matrix of a gracefully labelled graph, Grace proved the following. 
THEOREM 3 [7]. If T is a countably infinite, locally finite tree, then T 
can be l-gracefully labelled. 
One of the results in Slater and VClez [ 141 implies the next result. 
THEOREM 4 [ 141. If P = v,, v2, v3 ,... is the infinite path, then P has a l- 
graceful numbering h: V(P) + N, with the additional property that h maps 
V(P) onto N,. 
Generalizing these results, graph G can be an arbitrary countably infinite 
graph-perhaps disconnected, perhaps with isolated vertices, etc. 
THEOREM 5. If G is a locallyfinite graph and V(G) and E(G) are count- 
ably infinite, then G has a k-graceful numbering h: V(G) --) N, which is a 
bijection. 
Proof. Select any listing of V(G), say L = (v,, ul, v~,...). For example, if 
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FIG. 1. Defining l-graceful numbering h. 
G is connected one can select u,, arbitrarily, then list those vertices adjacent 
to it, then those at distance two from ziO, etc. The following procedure defines 
h: V(G) -+ N, such that h is a bijection and g,: E(G) -+ {k, k + 1, k + 2,...} is 
a bijection. 
Step 1 (Initialization). Let h(v,) = 0, and let M = 0. (The value of M is 
kept equal to the largest current vertex label.) 
Step 2. Repeat the following. 
(A) Let i be the smallest value such that zli is not yet labelled. Let 
h(ui) = 2M + k, and replace M by 2M + k. (M c 2M + k.) Note that there is 
no duplication of vertex labels, nor can there be duplication of edge labels, 
and no edge receives a label less than k. 
(B) Let i be the smallest value such that no vertex has yet received 
label i, and letj be the smallest value for which vj and all vertices adjacent to 
vj are, as yet, unlabelled. (Such a j exists ‘because G is locally finite.) Let 
h(vj) = i. Note that no edge receives a label. M t max(M, i). 
(C) Let i be the smallest value (i> k) so that no edge has yet received 
label i. Let j be the smallest value for which vj is not isolated, and vj, all 
vertices adjacent to vj, and all vertices at distance two from Vj are, as yet, 
unlabelled. (Such a j exists because E(G) is countably infinite and G is 
locally finite.) Let m be the minimum value with (vj, urn) E E(G). Let 
h(vj) = M + 1 and h(v,) = M + I + i. Note that the two new vertices receive 
distinct labels larger than any existing vertex label, and the only edge to 
receive a label is x = (vj, urn) with g*(x) = i. M t M + 1 + i. 
After Step 2 has been completed n times, 4n + 1 vertices have been 
labelled including vO, vi ,..., v,, vertex labels 0, 1, 2 ,..., y1 have been used, and 
edge labels k, k + l,..., k + n - 1 have been used. Thus h will satisfy the 
requirements, and the proof is complete. 
Figure 1 illustrates an infinite tree for which Step 2 has been performed 
three times. 
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